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Smile One Services is utilizing UV Angel’s technology to create the absolutely safest dental practice. Each dental chair has an UV Angel Air™ mounted above it, allowing all the air to be treated with UV light which inactivates bacteria and viruses. Patients can be assured that the air they are breathing is completely safe from harmful pathogens.

In addition, Smile One is utilizing the surface technology found in UV Angel Adapt™. The devices are mounted above common surfaces such as keyboards, shining UV Light down after detecting that the surface has been used. The staff at Smile One know that the common surfaces they’re touching have been treated and that the pathogens are being killed.

“UV Angel technology was a game changer for our dental practices. It gave our employees confidence to return to work and provided our patients with peace of mind. The community response has been overwhelmingly positive demonstrated by the high volume of new patient appointments. UV Angel made us safer and gave us a distinct advantage in the healthcare field,” said Darren Riopelle, DDS, Founder / CEO and Smile One Services.